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Introduction
The Adscoin is designed to allow a complete decentralized market on
TRC-20 Network. One of great advantage of Tron is that, It can handle 2000 Transactions
per second while the most popular Bitcoin blockchain can handle only 6 transactions
.
per second.

abstract
More and more people and businesses are coming forward to adopt
the modern technologies. However, the costs of the operation and
complex technical difficulties involved in design, presentation, operation
and management of the blockchain technology and its requisite
infrastructure obstructs the growth of mass adoption.

What Is De-Fi?
De-Fi is the short terminology for ‘Decentralized Finance’ which is a
finance based on blockchain and does not depends on any third-party
central financial authority like banks, exchanges, or brokerages to deliver
traditional financial instruments. Rather, it makes use of automated
smart contracts blockchain. Ethereum is the most common smart
contract protocol being used.

De-Fi borrowing lets users to become borrowers or lenders in an entirely
decentralized manner without any permission while having the full
custody over the coin. De-Fi lending is smart contract-based system
that is powered by predominant open blockchain ‘Ethereum’. This is the
reason why De-Fi is more accessible to everyone than Ce-Fi (Centralized
Finance) without the need to share your personal information or
depending on someone else to store your assets.

The rapid growth of De-Fi thrives to build an open financial system
over the blockchain networks, committed to build an transparent,
open-source, and permission-free financial service environment for
everyone without any central intermediary. Instead of depending upon
Ce-Fi systems as mediator, De-Fi platforms are launched on blockchain
networks with the use of a framework that circulates information/data
or value throughout th ecomputer networks. Users can destabalize the
business models controlled by legacy central authority that are expensive,
slow, and limited credit consent.

What are smart contracts?
Smart Contracts and blockchain offers frameworks and tools for creating
advanced marketplaces where demand and supply ends can participate
in honest financial transactions during trading as per various rules of
business without any central intermediary governing the process.
As a consequence, various online marketplaces interrupted conventional
brick and mortar businesses. Smart Contracts & Blockchain will give rise
to new categories of P2P (peer-to-peer) marketplaces that will faze the
present ones. Adscoin will deliver various smart contract templates to
enable sales mechanism. The P2P mechanism is the right fit for Adscoin
decentralized ecosystem and has many advantages of distributing the
power back to the users participating in the environment.

What Are ICOs?
ICO is refered to as ‘Initial Coin Offering’ that are comparatively a new
fundraising strategy for startup and brand projects. Quite similar to
IPO (Initial Public Offering), ICOs helps to raise capital for the startup
companies and well-established enterprises while acting as a driving
force of investment for promising investors. This whitepaper document
contains all the possible ways to use ICO for crowdfunding blockchain or
startups and projects based on cryptocurrency.

Why TRON?
TRON is decentralizd in nature and operated on smart contracts
(apps that performs exactly as programmed without the prospect of
censorship, downtime, fraud or interference of third-party entity. These
applications operates on custom-created blockchain, a robust global
shared framework that has the power to move values and exhibit the
property ownership. This lets the developers to store registries, create
markets, or promises or debts, move funds as per the given instructions
from past (future contracts) and various other things not invented yet,
everything without any central authority.
TRON allows creation of tokens by the smart contract holders, thanks to
the ‘Turing Computable Function’. These smart contracts are powered by
computational protocols that accepts the mutual application contract.
They are launched and accessible to the public for the blockchain
consultation. A token is ‘Standard’ while running on specific set of
functions. Developers can easily integrate the tokens into their projects
if they are aware of the work function of token without having the fear of
any potential glitches or bugs. If there are many tokens behaving in the
same way, and operating same functions similarly, a dApp can be easily
integrated with a separate sub currency.

Business Plan

Min buy: 1000 Tokens

ICO Supply:
Total supply : 1000 Cr

200 Cr. Tokens

ICO launch
Overview
Adscoin aims to supply 200 crores of TRX Token (TRON) through ICO launch.
The funds will be distributed as per the below approximated ratio.
1.

120 crores from 30 April - 4 May

2.

50 crores from 5 May - 9 May

3.

30 crores from 10 May - 15 may

Additional funds would be used for hiring more blockchain developers to
carry out expedite development process. The additional amount will help us
to add the following programs to our platform:
An add platform with built-in RTB display (like Google AdSense) that will
enable users to purchase ad space on one another’s website without any
central brokerage entity taking bulk of revenue generated.
A marketplace where users can choose their desired design and video,
translation, copywriting creation gigs in return for a commission share
generated via that content.
Super Affiliate Management functionality
Splitting commission to let the affiliates to cooperate (For instance, affiliate
A makes outstanding content but not that skilled in yeilding traffic, affiliate
B on the other hand is a great SEO Specialist & affiliate C has vast social
media following. So the affiliate A will collaborate with B & C to give them
some percentage of teh raised funds if they share his. This process will be
executed through a Smart Contract over the platform.
To incentivize the affiliates by making leaderboards and competition
infrastructure for the merchants for brand promotion.
Our one of core vision to make a revolutionary change in Ed-Tech
Educational courses for Metaverse format production has been started

Adscoin Token (ADS) Sale
During the ICO presale stage, users can send TRON to launch address.
Thus, obligated to buy ADS tokens at the current market rate after the
successful transaction (and as specified on Adscoin ICO website).
10 Billion ADS Token will be created in total. Smart Contract will
be in control of the auction whose source-code would be free for public
viewing.

20% of total tokens will be staked.
5% of total tokens will be used for Gaming and NFT flatform.
20% of total tokens will be saled in ICO phase
5% of total tokens will be kept by advisors and community.
10% of total tokens will be kept by the Adscoin’s employees and founders.
20% of total tokens will be kept at different exchanges for trading.
5% of total tokens will be kept for yield farming.
15% of total tokens will be used for development of world's first fully
3D animated Ed-tech platform.

Adscoin Token (ADS)
Advantages
Advanced data analysis tools along with integration of Google Anlytics
Commissions are structured freely with smart contracts
Fast & Interactive updated cycles
Instant Data Update
Affiliates are allowed to withdraw anytime anywhere
Affiliates triggers pay-outs and processed by the platform
Immutable as revenues are updated by smart contracts

Used Cases of Funds
Platform Development

It will be the key driver cost including:
Propriety API Development
Market-ready-product development
State Channels Development
Secure Wallet Creation
Third-party service integration
Internal Economic Model Development
International Ed-tech platform creation

Business & Marketing
Development
It will me the primary focus area, specifically the agreement and
integration establishments with exchanges, early adopters of blockchain
and ICO Development Companies to get an upper edge over the rest
in this domain. Evidences from the past indicates that a significant
competitive barrier emerges by the first mover in this domain, due to
the reluctancy of the merchants to go through th ecost and disruption of
switching to the competing service once the integration is aligned.

Advisors & Consultants
The Adscoin leadership team are fully aware of the fact that the Blockchain
industry is new to the public, evolving rapidly, and are focused to hire
the most talented advisors to ensure the success of the project is on
immediate basis.

Tokenomics
The token will be sold as Adscoin Token (ADS) during launch. A specific
number of ADS will be supplied, thereby limiting the supply. The platform
users will be charged as a commissions percentage paid (however,
if a company uses the platform to record their in-house marketing
undertakings, consequently setting 0% commission rate, then the
platform usage will be free, and will influence its adoption and help in
competitive barrier establishment.
Since the inventory of advertising and other costs emerged by publishes
are layed in fiat money, a stable coin will be generated that will be fixed
at $1.07. This stable coin will be needed to cover the advertising inventory
bought by affiliates with fiat money from the crypto fluctuations that
includes the commission.
For instance, an investor makes a purchase of $10,000 ADS Tokens. The
investor then puts these tokens on hold into the wallet for definite
time period and launches a Smart Contract (SC) that offers rewards in
ADS for every conversion as mentioned in SC docmentation subscribed
by the affiliate.

The smart contract terminates itself if the funds are running lower than
single conversion rate. This keeps the user safe from overspending, and
contrarily keeps the affiliates safe from advertising an operation that
has drained its budget. After every condition (conversion/sale etc.) of the
contract is completed, an ADS amount corresponding to the percentage
of commission expense will be paid instantly from the wallet to
the affiliate’s account within Adscoin platform.
The ADS Tokens of the user is kept by the company and then re-supplied
into the market where they are traded stock market prices by other
companies. This lets the companies to become a market maker and
secure the token’s price from intense price fluctuations.

Summary
Adscoin was formed on a thought that everyone has control over their
data, information, identity, and money. We think that decentralization
has the potential to empower people around the globe to protect
their rights, and that we are driving the world towards the transition of
cryptocurrency adoption.

Mission
We believe ithat transforming the world towards adopting cryptocurrency
will help the global people to:
Have control over their money - ability of fund accessibility anywhere
anytime.
Protect their data - blockchain secured by cryptography makes it
highly unlikely to tamper with the data
Protect their identity - no central authority can expose your identity
International Ed-tech platform creation

Vision
On our way to accomplish this vision, we are:
Redefining the process of money circulation, investment and
expenditure
Democratizing blockchain technology with the creation of simple
yet beautiful and useful financial services with a positive and long-lasting
impact over people’s lives.

Roadmap

Adscoin’s roadmap includes several aspects like operational infrastructure
installment, technology development, marketing campaign launch,
signing partnerships. Here is the preliminary process of Adscoin ICO
launch presented below:
The basic concept of setting up Adscoin ICO has been developed and
published in this whitepaper document. In the first step, the alpha
software protocol versions have been built and after the ICO stage has
been created successfully, the Adscoin team will the coding process
and integrate the most crucial functionalities. The first usable Adscoin
version should be available by the end of this year. The following updates
and improvements, like a developer kit to create applications over the
blockchain are planned for later.
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